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Contingent Fees

In re Kathleene Jerold Miller District Ct. Case No. 91-6044
Bankr. Case NO. 689-62396-H13

4/08/91 Judge Jones affirming in part unpublished
reversing in part and remanding
an order of PSH

The Bankruptcy court declined to enforce a contingent fee
agreement between the Chapter 7 Trustee and his attorney after
the case was converted to a Chapter 13.  The agreement allowed
compensation at the greater of 1.5 times the normal hourly rate
or 40% of any actual recoveries to the estate.  Alleged
fraudulent conveyance claims that the attorney would have had to
pursue against the debtor and her family in Chapter 7 were
effectively settled post-conversion through full payment under
the debtor’s Chapter 13 plan.  This recovery to unsecured
creditors was due primarily to the significant efforts of others,
rather than the attorney for the Chapter 7 trustee. The court
allowed compensation at the usual hourly rate for services
rendered during the Chapter 7 case but disallowed any
compensation for the attorney’s pos-conversion services since his
appointment terminated when the Chapter 7 trustee was terminated
upon conversion to Chapter 13.  On appeal the district court
remanded, ruling that once approved by the bankruptcy court, a
contingent fee agreement must be enforced unless subsequent
developments could not have been anticipated by the court at the
time it approved the fee arrangement.  Quick settlement of a
risky claim with minimal effort by an attorney is always capable
of being anticipated.  The district court also remanded for a
determination of reasonable compensation for pos5t-conversion
services.  Although the attorney’s legal responsibilities ended
upon conversion, the bankruptcy court restarted them by
specifically involving the Chapter 7 trustee and attorney in
various post-conversion proceedings in order to maintain the
threat of reconversion to Chapter 7 and subsequent litigation if
the Chapter 13 plan did not settle.  However, the bankruptcy
court did not err in failing to hold an evidentiary hearing on
the attorneys’s fee request.  A hearing on the matter was
properly noticed and held and the attorney could have presented
evidence at that hearing.  The fact that he did not take
advantage of this opportunity did not render the bankruptcy
court’s hearing legally incorrect.  




























